The Handshake: Interesting Thing of the Day
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The Handshake

Coming to grips with gestures of greeting

The other day I was at a restaurant with some friends, and one member of our party arrived a bit late. Before sitting down, he started heading toward the corner of the room, and when someone asked where he was going, he held up his hands and said, “Demunification.” Although I had never heard that word before, I understood immediately what he was saying: he was heading to the lavatory to wash his hands in order to “demunify” them—MUNI being short for San Francisco Municipal Railway, the transit authority that runs the city’s buses and streetcars. When you’re riding a bus or streetcar that’s so crowded you have to stand, you end up holding onto the handrails, which perpetually feel (and probably are) grimy from being handled by untold thousands of people before you. Almost everyone I know who rides MUNI habitually washes their hands as soon afterward as possible, which is probably an excellent idea.

From time to time I’m in some sort of social situation where a handshake is expected, but my hands (whether MUNIfied or not) are not necessarily clean. This always makes me feel awkward—it’s one thing to decline a handshake when my hands are covered with motor oil or pastry flour, but in the absence of visible contaminants, North Americans typically consider it an insult not to accept a handshake. Meanwhile, personal observation informs me that an unknown but excessively high percentage of men routinely leave public restrooms without washing their hands. Thus, shaking hands strikes me as a relatively unsanitary gesture of greeting. Not that I’m hypersensitive about germs, but this made me wonder: considering the wide range of alternatives, how did the handshake come to be the standard greeting in this society? And hygiene aside, how can we make sense of all its supposedly deep and symbolic meanings?

Left Behind

I’ve read at least half a dozen contradictory accounts of the origin of the handshake. Because handshakes clearly predate written history, all these explanations are ultimately somewhat speculative. But the most popular story is that an open right hand showed you were not carrying a weapon; if two men met and displayed empty right hands, this presumably meant a basic level of trust existed that neither would stab the other. In one variant of this story, the handshake evolved from an elbow-to-wrist “patdown” to check for hidden knives; in another, the shaking motion was supposed to dislodge any sharp objects that may have been kept in the sleeve.

Of course, this explanation, while plausible enough, doesn’t account for left-handed men, who presumably would have been happy to extend the right hand in greeting while wielding a dagger in the left. But in many parts of the world, since ancient times, the left hand has been considered the “bathroom” hand, the one never used for eating, giving, or receiving—nor, by extension, for greeting—whether you’re left-handed or not.

Meanwhile, the “I’m-not-going-to-stab-you” story doesn’t tell us why the handshake won out over other greeting gestures in the West. After all, in some cultures the standard greeting (even between people who don’t know each other well) is a kiss on one or both cheeks; in others, people hug, rub noses, bow, or even stick out their tongues. Writer Margaret Visser suggests one possibility. As she noted in her book The Way We Are, at one time the English were more demonstrative with their gestures of greeting—for example, English men routinely greeted all women with a kiss on the mouth. As part of the Victorian behavioral “reforms,” public kissing of any kind became socially unacceptable and the handshake came into fashion for both men and women as a convenient way to keep a person at arm’s length. So to speak.
The Left Hand Doesn't Know What the Right Hand Is Doing
At least in the United States, the handshake has become an extremely ambiguous symbol. At one level, it just means "hello" or "goodbye." But it can also be construed to mean "we're in agreement" or even that an informal contract has been reached, as in the proverbial handshake deal. And on a still deeper level, it can mean "everything's OK between us," particularly after some conflict has been resolved. But sometimes social convention awkwardly calls for shaking hands to signify the end of a meeting, even though no agreement has been reached or a state of conflict still exists. And heaven forbid that one world leader should shake hands with another whose ideology differs deeply, since people on both sides will judge this as a disingenuous move at best, and at worst, a betrayal of the leader's values. But was the politician saying, "I accept you and your beliefs" or simply, "Hello"?

Then, of course, business types will read all sorts of meaning into the very style of your handshake. Even if you execute it under exactly the right circumstances, it must be firm but not too firm; it must be held for exactly the right amount of time but no longer; it must be accompanied by direct eye contact; and, for bonus sincerity points, you should add your left hand to make a "hand sandwich." You may also be judged on the angle of your hand and the number and intensity of shakes.

And if this kind of confusion isn't bad enough, that's just the standard, run-of-the-mill handshake. Gangs sometimes use special handshakes to signify group membership, just as fraternal societies and children's clubs use "secret handshakes" as a kind of password, a symbolic way of saying, "We're insiders." So if someone outside the group incorrectly attempts a handshake, the results can be quite serious. On the other hand, a high five (arguably a variety of handshake) pretty unambiguously expresses satisfaction or congratulations—but that's the exception.

I think the notion that we all need to perfect the art of shaking hands—and reading handshakes—is kind of silly. Even though I can't proclaim universal standards of handshake meaning, I'd like to do my small part by offering you this easy guide to what my gestures of greeting mean:

- **Handshake:** "This is my hand."
- **Handshake refused:** "I've got MUNI/motor oil/pastry flour/cooties on my hand—or you do."
- **Handshake (left hand added):** "Your hand is cold."
- **Kiss on both cheeks:** "Hello/goodbye, European acquaintance."
- **High five:** "Dude!"
- **Hug:** "You don't smell too bad."
- **Palm raised, gap between middle two fingers:** "Live long and prosper."

So then, how do we convey all those extra meanings that are supposed to be encoded in a handshake? My advice is to do what our parents told us when we were three years old: *Use your words.* —Joe Kissell

More Information about The Handshake...
You can get more background (and a variety of perspectives) on handshakes from Adam's Novel: A Natural and Cultural History of the Human Form by Michael Sims, Esquire's Things a Man Should Know About Handshakes, White Lies and Which Fork Goes Where by Ted Allen and Scott Omelianuk, and Ever Wonder Why? by Douglas B. Smith.

Discussions on the origin(s) of the handshake include:
- The Origin of the Handshake on NZGirl
- The Handshake by Kevin Andrew
- The Golden Link

Also see Warm Greetings: The Way to Wai and Sawasdee in Thailand at Welcome to Chiangmai & Chiangrai.

For more on handshake etiquette (for what it's worth), see:
- Etiquette Manners - part one at the Charleston School of Protocol and Etiquette
- Get a Grip: Handshaking 101 at Campus Career Center
- Pleased To Meet You at I-resign.com
Filmmaker Michael P. Britto is making a documentary called *Gimme Five: History of a Handshake*.